Prior work finds a diversity paradox: Diversity breeds innovation, yet underrepresented groups that diversify organizations have less successful careers within them. Does the diversity paradox hold for scientists as well? We study this by utilizing a near-complete population of ~1.2 million US doctoral recipients from 1977 to 2015 and following their careers into publishing and faculty positions. We use text analysis and machine learning to answer a series of questions: How do we detect scientific innovations? Are underrepresented groups more likely to generate scientific innovations? And are the innovations of underrepresented groups adopted and rewarded? Our analyses show that underrepresented groups produce higher rates of scientific novelty. However, their novel contributions are devalued and discounted: For example, novel contributions by gender and racial minorities are taken up by other scholars at lower rates than novel contributions by gender and racial majorities, and equally impactful contributions of gender and racial minorities are less likely to result in successful scientific careers than for majority groups. These results suggest there may be an unwarranted reproduction of stratification in academic careers that discounts diversity’s role in innovation and partly explains the underrepresentation of some groups in academia.

**Innovation as Novelty and Impactful Novelty in Text**

Our dataset stems from ProQuest dissertations (20), which includes records of nearly all US PhD theses and their metadata from 1977 to 2015: student names, advisors, institutions, thesis titles, abstracts, disciplines, etc. These structural and semantic footprints enable us to consider students’ rates of innovation at the very onset of their scholarly careers and their academic trajectory afterward, i.e., their earliest conceptual innovations and how they correspond to successful academic careers (21). We link these data with several data sources to arrive at a near-complete ecology of US PhD students and their career trajectories. Specifically, we link ProQuest dissertations to the US Census data (2000 and 2010) and Social Security Administration data (1900 to 2016) to infer demographic information on students’ gender and race (i.e., name signals for white, Asian, or underrepresented minority [Hispanic, African American, or Native American]; see Materials and Methods and SI Appendix); we link ProQuest dissertations to Web of Science, a large-scale publication database with ~38 million academic publications (1900 to 2017), to find out which students have continued research careers, and we weigh our inferential analyses by population records of the number of PhD recipients for each distinct university-year combination to render results generalizable to the population (SI Appendix).

**Significance**

By analyzing data from nearly all US PhD recipients and their dissertations across three decades, this paper finds demographically underrepresented students innovate at higher rates than majority students, but their novel contributions are discounted and less likely to earn them academic positions. The discounting of minorities’ innovations may partly explain their underrepresentation in influential positions of academia.
To measure scientific innovation, we first identify the set of scientific concepts being employed in theses. For this, we use natural language processing techniques of phrase extraction and structural topic modeling (22, 23) to identify terms representing substantive concepts in millions of documents (# concepts, mean = 56,500; median = 57; SD = 19,440; see Materials and Methods and SI Appendix, Table S1) (24). Next, we filter and identify when pairs of meaningful concepts are first related to one another in a thesis. By summing the number of novel conceptual co-occurrences within each thesis, we develop a measure of how conceptually novel a thesis and author are (# new links)—their novelty. However, not all novel conceptual linkages are taken up in ensuing works and have the same impact on scholarship. To capture impactful novelty, we measure how often a thesis’s new conceptual linkages are adopted in ensuing documents of each year (uptake per new link) (Fig. 1).

Our broad perspective on innovation mirrors key theoretical perspectives on scientific innovation, where “science is the constellation of facts, theories, and methods collected in current texts” (28). Scientific development is then the process where concepts are added to the ever-growing “constellation”—i.e., our accumulating corpus of texts—in new combinations: The introduction of new links between scientific concepts (14, 15, 28–30). As such, our conception of novelty as the number of unique recombinations of scientific concepts (# new links, mean = 9.026; median = 4; SD = 13.744; 20.9% of students do not introduce links) and impactful novelty as the average future adoption of these unique recombinations (uptake per new link, mean = 0.790; median = 0.333; SD = 3.079) reflects different notions of scientific innovation. Novelty in itself does not automatically imply innovation, nor is the future adoption of novelty a prerequisite to innovation—for example, which novelty gets adopted may be in itself a function of structural processes. The advantage of our focus on conceptual recombination compared to citation metrics for innovation is that it is insensitive to 1) prioritizing some academic disciplines over others with regard to journal indexing and 2) the plethora of reasons as to why scholars cite other work (31, 32).

Results

Who introduces novelty and whose novelty is impactful? We first model individual rates of novelty (# new links) and impactful
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**Fig. 1.** The introduction of innovations and their subsequent uptake. (A–F) Examples drawn from the data illustrate our measures of novelty and impactful novelty. Nodes represent concepts, and link thickness indicates the frequency of their co-usage. Students can introduce new links (dotted lines) as their work enters the corpus. These examples concern novel links taken up at significantly higher rates than usual (e.g., 95 uses of Schiebinger’s link after 1984). The mean (median) uptake of new links is 0.790 (0.333), and ~50% of new links never gets taken up. (A) Lilian Bruch was among the pioneering HIV researchers (25), and her thesis introduced the link between “HIV” and “monkeys,” indicating innovation in scientific writing as HIV’s origins are often attributed to nonhuman primates. (C) Londa Schiebinger was the first to link “masculinity” with “justify,” reflecting her pioneering work on gender bias in academia (26). (E) Donna Strickland won the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physics for her PhD work on chirped pulse amplification, utilizing grating-based stretchers and compressors (27).
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novelty (uptake per new link) by several notions of demographic diversity, the gender and racial representation in a student’s discipline, and by gender/race indicators reflecting historically underrepresented groups (Fig. 2). We keep institution, academic discipline, and graduation year constant (33, 34) (see Materials and Methods and SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S4 and Table S2). We find that the more students are underrepresented genders ($P < 0.001$) or races ($P < 0.05$) in their discipline, the more they are likely to introduce novel conceptual linkages (# new links). Yet the more students are surrounded by peers of a similar gender in their discipline, the more their novel conceptual linkages are taken up by others ($P < 0.01$); That is, the less a student’s gender is represented, the less their novel contributions are adopted by others (uptake per new link). Findings for binary gender and race indicators follow similar patterns. Women and nonwhite scholars introduce more novelty (both $P < 0.001$) but have less impactful novelty (both $P < 0.05$) when compared to men and white students. Additionally, intersectional analyses of gender–race combinations suggest that nonwhite women, white women, and nonwhite men all have higher rates of novelty compared to white men (all $P < 0.001$) but that white men have higher levels of impactful novelty compared to the other groups (all $P < 0.01$). Combined, these findings suggest that demographic diversity breeds novelty and, especially, historically underrepresented groups in science introduce novel recombinations, but their rate of adoption by others is lower, suggesting their novel contributions are discounted.

So why is the novelty introduced by (historically) underrepresented groups less impactful? We test the common hypothesis that innovations that draw together concepts from very different fields or using distal metaphorical links receive less reward. If (historically) underrepresented groups combine distal concepts, this may partly explain their less impactful novelty. We first identify how semantically distal or proximal newly linked concepts are from one another in the space of accumulated concepts using word embedding techniques (35) (see Fig. 3, detailed in Materials and Methods). Word embedding techniques enable us to estimate the semantic location of concepts in a vast network of interrelated concepts and compare how distally (or proximally) positioned newly linked concepts are to one another in that space using cosine distance. For the set of newly linked concepts in each thesis, we average their semantic distance and model whether some groups introduce more distal forms of novelty in their theses than other groups. We find that students whose gender is underrepresented in a discipline introduce slightly more concept linkages that are semantically distant (see Fig. 3C; $P < 0.001$) and women introduce more distal novelty in comparison to men ($P < 0.001$). In turn, distal novelty relates inversely to impactful novelty; more distal new links between concepts receive far less uptake (see Fig. 3D; $P < 0.001$). Hence, underrepresented groups introduce novelty, and the discounting
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of their novel contributions may be partly explained by how distal the conceptual linkages are that they introduce.

Finally, we examine how levels of novelty and impactful novelty relate to extended faculty and research careers. We model careers as (a) obtaining a research faculty position and (b) as continuing research endeavors (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Table S2). The conceptual link between PhDs who go on to become primary faculty advisors of PhDs at US research universities, while the latter reflects the broader pool of PhDs who continue to conduct research even if they do not have research advisor roles (e.g., in industry, nontenure line role, etc.). For the latter, we identify which students become publishing authors in the Web of Science 5 y after obtaining their PhD. The conceptual novelty and impactful novelty of a student’s thesis is positively related to their likelihood of becoming both a research faculty member or continued researcher (all $P < 0.001$). This suggests that students are more likely to become professors and researchers if they introduce novelty or have impactful novelty.

However, consistent with prior work (8–13), we find that gender and racial inequality in scientific careers persists even if we keep novelty and impactful novelty constant (as well as year, institution, and discipline). Numerically underrepresented genders in a discipline have lower odds of becoming research faculty (5% lower odds) and sustaining research careers (6% lower odds) compared to gender majorities (all $P < 0.001$). Similarly, numerically underrepresented races in a discipline have lower odds of becoming research faculty (25% lower odds) and continuing research endeavors (10% lower odds) compared to majorities (all $P < 0.001$). Most surprisingly, the positive correlation of novelty and impactful novelty on career recognition varies by gender and racial groups and suggests underrepresented groups’ innovations are discounted. The long-term career returns for novelty and impactful novelty are often lower for underrepresented rather than overrepresented groups. At a low level of (impactful) novelty gender minorities and majorities have approximately similar probabilities of faculty careers. But with increasing (impactful) novelty the probabilities diverge at the expense of gender minorities’ chances (both slope differences $P < 0.01$). For instance, a 2SD increase from the median of (impactful) novelty increases the relative difference in probability of becoming a faculty researcher for gender minorities and majorities from about 3.5% (4.3%) to 9.5% (15%). These results hold over and above of the distance between newly linked concepts. This innovation discount also holds for traditionally underrepresented groups (i.e., women versus men, nonwhite versus white scholars).

**Discussion**

In this paper, we identified the diversity–innovation paradox in science. Consistent with intuitions that diversity breeds innovation, we find higher rates of novelty across several notions of demographic diversity (2–7). However, novel conceptual linkages are not uniformly adopted by others. Their adoption depends on which group introduces the novelty. For example, underrepresented genders have their novel conceptual linkages discounted and receive less uptake than the novel linkages presented by the dominant gender. Traditionally underrepresented groups in particular—women and nonwhite scholars—find their novel contributions receive less uptake. For gender minorities, this is partly explained by how “distal” the novel conceptual linkages are that they introduce. Entering science from a new vantage may generate distal novel connections that are difficult to integrate into localized conversations within prevailing fields. Moreover, this discounting extends to minority scientific careers. While novelty and impactful novelty both correspond with successful scientific careers, they offer lesser returns to the careers of gender and racial minorities than their majority counterparts (8–13). Specifically, at
The novelty and impactful novelty minorities introduce have discounted returns for their careers. (A–D) Correlation of gender- and race-specific novelty with becoming research faculty or continued researcher ($n = 805,236$). As novelty increases, the probabilities of becoming faculty (for gender and race) and continuing research (for race) have diminished returns for minorities. For instance, a 2SD increase from the median level of novelty (# new links) increases the relative difference in probability to become research faculty between gender minorities and majorities from 3.5 to 9.5%. (E–H) Correlation of gender- and race-specific impactful novelty with becoming research faculty and a continued researcher (when novelty is nonzero, $n = 628,738$). With increasing impactful novelty, the probabilities of becoming faculty (for gender and race) and continuing research (for gender) start to diverge at the expense of the career chances of minorities. For instance, a 2SD increase from the median of impactful novelty (upate per new link) increases the relative difference in probability to become research faculty between gender minorities and majorities from 4.3 to 15%.

In sum, this article provides a system-level account of innovation and how it differentially affects the scientific careers of demographic groups. This account is given for all academic fields from 1982 to 2010 by following over a million US students’ careers and their earliest intellectual footprints. We reveal a stratified system where underrepresented groups have to innovate at higher levels to have similar levels of career likelihoods. These results suggest that the scientific careers of underrepresented groups end prematurely despite their crucial role in generating novel conceptual discoveries and innovation. Which trailblazers have science missed out on as a consequence? This question stresses the continued importance of critically evaluating and addressing biases in faculty hiring, research evaluation, and publication practices.

Materials and Methods

Data. This study focuses on a dataset of ProQuest dissertations filed by US doctorate-awarding universities from 1977 to 2015 (20). The dataset contains 1,208,246 dissertations and accompanying dissertation metadata such as the name of the doctoral candidate, year awarded, university, thesis abstract, primary advisor (37.6% of distinct advisors mentor one student), etc. These data cover ~86% of all awarded doctorates in the US over three decades across all disciplines. We describe below how we follow PhD recipients going on into subsequent academic and research careers.

Concept Extraction from Scientific Text. How do we extract concepts from text? Not all terms are scientifically meaningful; combining function words like “thus,” “therefore,” and “then” is substantively different from combining terms from the vocabulary of a specific research topic, like “HIV” and “monkey.” We argue that innovation entails combining relevant terms from topical lexicons. Hence, we set out to define the latent themes in our corpus of dissertations and the most meaningful concepts in every theme. We employ structural topic models (STMs) (22), commonly used to detect latent thematic dimensions in large corpora of texts (SI Appendix).

We fit topic models at $K = [50–1000]$ ($K$ is commonly used to specify the number of topics). Fit metrics (SI Appendix, Fig. S1) plateau at $K = 400$, 500, and 600, and we use those three in this paper. To extract concepts, we identify the terms of relative importance to each latent theme in the dissertation corpus. Using the STM output, we obtain terms that are most frequent and most exclusive within a topic. This helps identify concepts that are both common and distinctive to balance generality and exclusivity. To get at this, we extract the top terms based on their FRequency-EXclusivity (FREX) score (24). FREX scores compound the weighted frequency and exclusivity of a term in a topic. Here we explore three weighing schemes: equally balancing frequency and exclusivity (50/50), attaching more weight to frequency and less to exclusivity (75/25), and attaching more weight to exclusivity and less to frequency (25/75). As such, we analyze nine hyperparameter scenarios (three $K$ and three FREX scenarios) for which sensitivity analyses provide robust results (SI Appendix, Table S2). For the results depicted in the main text, we report the scenario where frequency and exclusivity are equally balanced at $K = 500$.

We use all doctoral abstracts (1977 to 2015) as input documents for a semantic signal for the students’ scholarship at the onset of their careers. However, in our inferential analyses, we utilize theses from 1982 to 2010 1) to allow for the scientific concept space to accumulate 5 y before we measure which students start to introduce links and 2) to allow for the most recently graduated students (up until 2010) to have opportunities (5 y) for low impactful novelty we find that minorities and majorities are often rewarded similarly, but even highly impactful novelty is increasingly discounted in careers for minorities compared to majorities. And this discounting holds over and above how distal minorities’ novel contributions are.
their novelty to be taken up. Additionally, SI Appendix, Fig. S2 suggests that the "stable" years for link introductions and uptake per new link start at ~1982. The year fixed effects in our inferential analyses (detailed below) further account for left and right censoring: That is, year fixed effects enable comparisons of students within rather than across years. SI Appendix, Fig. S3 depicts four exemplary topics and their concepts resulting from the structural topic models.

Outcome Variable: Novelty and Impactful Novelty. Using the extracted scientific concepts, we aggregate co-occurring concepts in abstracts for each year, identifying which students first introduce each novel link. We remove spurious links (due to chance, combinations of extremely rare terms, etc.) by computing a significance score for each link: the log-odds ratio of the probability of link occurrence (computed over all abstracts and all documents in the corpus) to the probability of each component concept term occurring independently over the corpus (37, detailed in the SI Appendix). In sum, we identify "meaningful" links by filtering the documents for the top FREX terms via structural topic models and then filtering for spurious links through a link significance score. If a link is introduced by two students in the same year, they both get counted. (The percentage of links concurrently introduced is only 1.6%, and the majority of concurrent link introductions arise from students getting their doctorate in the same year [99.7%]). This metric—the number of new link introductions—we call the novelty of a student’s thesis (# new links, mean = 9.026; median = 4; SD = 13.744; 20.9% of students do not introduce new links).

Second, we measure impactful novelty, the uptake of a thesis's new links in ensuing theses. We count the total number of times these links are cited in the following theses. We use the resulting metric, uptake per new link (mean = 0.790; median = 0.333; SD = 3.079), to quantify the average scientific impact of an individual student’s thesis. See SI Appendix, Fig. S2 for the distributions and correlations of these outcome variables across the different K and FREX scenarios. Both metrics positively correlate with publication productivity and citation among those students that publish (SI Appendix, Table S3).

Outcome Variable: Distal Novelty. Some links are "distal" in that they link concepts that are located in distinct clusters of co-occurring concepts. Other links are "proximal" because they link concepts in the same semantic cluster or proximate location. For instance, genetic_algorithm–hiv-1 is distal because it links concepts from distinct research areas: "genetic algorithms" (evolutionary computing) with "hiv-1" (medicine). In contrast, fracture__behavior–ceramic_composition is proximal because the concepts are from the same field.

To operationalize this notion of semantic distance, we embed each concept in a semantic network of cumulated co-occurring concepts and then estimate its location in a vector space, representing each concept c by a fixed dimension vector (or "embedding") v(c). We use the skip-gram model (35), a standard approach that models co-occurrences between concepts by their usage in text (window size is five) and for each concept derive a vector for each concept such that concepts with similar co-occurrence patterns have similar embeddings. The result is a space in which concepts with similar embeddings have similar meaning and concepts with dissimilar embeddings have different meanings.

We learn embeddings (of the FREX concepts in the dissertation abstracts) of 100 dimensions, but the metric is robust to 100, 200, or 300 dimensions as well as to stochasticity. We capture the dominant meaning of a concept globally over time. (Although concepts may evolve over time, we use the globally dominant meaning of the concept because we also model uptake of links globally, and modeling concept embeddings over time is computationally intensive and suffers from data sparsity. Sensitivity analyses for one year [2000] provided very high correlations [r = 0.931] between global and time-dependent distal novelty scores.)

Having learned concept embeddings, we calculate how distinctly newly linked FREX concepts’ embeddings are to one another using cosine distance (35) (SI Appendix, Table S4). We then average those scores for all novel links introduced in each thesis (distal novelty, mean = 0.426; median = 0.419; SD = 0.118). We validate these automatic measures of concept distance with expert human coders, finding moderate intercoder agreement between distal/proximal assignments to a random set of 100 links and three coders (average Cohen's kappa = 0.46), and together, coder assignments predict ~75% of variance in our measure (i.e., distal/proximal score > 0.1). This validation further suggests that distal links are often between concepts from different fields or creative metaphors, and only a fraction of links between distal concepts are hard to interpret substantively (15 to 20%).

Outcome Variable: Careers. To measure innovation reception, we study how innovations that relate to two science career outcomes. The first is a conservative measure of whether graduating PhDs become research faculty (8). This measure further accounts for left and right censoring: That is, year fixed effects enable comparisons of students within rather than across years. SI Appendix, Fig. S5 depicts four exemplary topics and their concepts resulting from the structural topic models.

To model novelty, impactful novelty, and distal novelty, we use the per- percentage of same gender or race and whether scholars are white or nonwhite to what extent innovation relates to different notions of group representation in science. We then model careers through minority status in disciplines (results are similar for binary gender and race indicators). Note that the results here do not take into account cases of gender and race that were not classified according to these methods, although the gender and race distinctions such as those shown in Fig. 2 C and F do not qualitatively change if we do include "unknown" genders and races in the analyses. Our main substantive conclusions and inferences are robust if we only consider those students whose names overwhelmingly occur within one rather than multiple races. Additionally, finer-grained notions of race or even degrees of identity association with gender or race may be desirable as an indicator. However, underrepresented races appear often in small proportions, which provide little statistical power despite likely sharing a common pattern of associations. As such, we render them into coarser indicators of "underrepresented racial minority." We recognize that in reality, individuals and names have varying degrees of gender and racial associations; as such our named-based metric is a simplified signal of gender and racial
identity that may better capture how an individual is perceived by others and can be only a coarse proxy for authors’ self-identification with certain genders or races.

Confounding Factors. When dissertation metadata did not include a department, we identified academic discipline for theses filed with ProQuest through a random forest classifier (RFC) based on a list of features from the dissertation with 96% precision (N_{correct} = 84; see SI Appendix). Dissertations that are filed to ProQuest contain metadata information about the institution where the dissertation was awarded. We classify the student into the first institution that students filed to ProQuest (N_{correct} = 215). We infer the graduation year in which students obtain their doctorate as the year in which the dissertation was filed to ProQuest (range = 1977 to 2015).

Analytical Strategy. We model each of our dependent variables tailored to their statistical distributions. Scientific novelty (# new links) and impactful novelty (uptake per link) are skew-right counts of events or rates. For these outcomes, we employ negative binomial regression analyses, where the overdispersion in the outcomes is modeled as a linear combination of the covariates (46). Distal novelty is relatively normally distributed, and we model it through linear regression. Academic careers such as becoming researcher, faculty (yes/no) and sustaining a research career (yes/no) are both binary outcomes, so we use logistic regression analyses for these (SI Appendix). The whiskers and shaded lines in Figs. 2–4 represent upper and lower bounds of 95% CIs, and the P values we report here are two-sided tests. Figs. 2A, B, D, and E, 3D, and 4 all represent average marginal effects considering all other values of the other independent variables. Fig. 2C and F reports the incidence rate differences between groups from the negative binomial regressions.

Apart from the main covariates, we include three sets of fixed effects in our models to better isolate our main predictors from confounding factors. We keep institution, academic discipline, and graduation year constant throughout. These fixed effects account for university differences in prestige and the resources they make available to students (33), for the differences across academic fields and disciplinary cultures (34), and for “older” scholars who have had more time to make career transitions or to get recognized.

We weight the data by the total number of doctorates awarded by an institution in a given year (SI Appendix) to account for possible selectivity between universities in years when filing their doctorates’ theses in the ProQuest database and to render our results generalizable to the US scholarly population. These survey weights are based on the relative number of PhD recipients in the ProQuest data vis-à-vis the US PhD population per year for each university.

Finally, novelty (# new links) is modeled for students with nonmissing values on all features (n = 808,375), impactful novelty (uptake per new link) is modeled for those with nonzero novelty and nonzero uptake given its best fit with the negative binomial model (n = 345,257), and distal novelty is modeled for the students with nonzero novelty (n = 630,971). Careers are modeled for those for whom there are no constant successes or failures within the fixed effects and for those who introduce at least one link (n = 805,236) and whose novelty is nonzero for impactful novelty (n = 628,738).

Data and Materials Availability. The data used in this study were obtained according to protocol 12996, approved by Stanford University. We acquired written permission from ProQuest to scrape and analyze their US dissertation data for scientific purposes. The full dissertation corpus can be requested via ProQuest (20), and the Web of Science can be requested via Clarivate Analytics (36). Code to replicate our key metrics is found on GitHub (https://github.com/bhofstradiversity_innovation_paradox). Top terms from the K = 500 structural topic model that equally balances frequency and exclusivity are also found there.
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